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T 0 all whom it may concern: 
.Be it known that I, JOHN C. DOANE, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing in Hart 
ford, in the county of Hartford and State of 
Connecticut, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Type-Writing Ma 
chines, of which the following is a speci?ca-. 
tion. 

This invention relates to the ribbon wind 
ing and vibrating mechanisms of typewriting 
machines, and especially those of the “visible 
writing” class, and has reference principally 
to machines in which'two independently vi 
brating'ribbons are employed. ' 1 

My improvements are illustrated as .ap 
plied to the well known “Underwood” 
front-strike writing machine, and the ribbons 
are shown carried upon two pairs of s ools ly 
ing in front of the platen, each s '00 ‘mount 
ed upon a separate vertical sha t. 
The object of the invention is tosimplify 

and improve the spool-winding mechanism, 
‘and also the means for causing either ribbon 
to wind and vibrate at the type strokes, while 
the other ribbon remains idle. 

I provide for each pair of spools a separate 
horizontal driving shaft, and cause either 
driving shaft to be rotated at the type strokes, 
while the other is silenced: The spools in 
one pair are preferably located-one on each 
side of the printing point, and provided with 
a long driving shaft; and the spools in the 
second pair are located between the spools of 
the ?rst air and operated by a short driving 
shaft; allJ of the spool shafts being in line 
.across the machine, and the long driving 
shaft mounted within the short driving shaft, 
the latter being of tubular construction. By 
this arrangement, I e?ect an important 
economy offroom, while simplifying and im 
proving tlie construction and operation, and 
also making it practicable to effect auto 
matic reversing of each ribbon by simple and 
reliable means. _. . 

Other features and advantages will herein 
after appear. < 
In the accom anying drawings, Figure 1 

is a plan of an 
chine embodying my improvements, the car 
riage being omitted. Fig. 2 is a pers ective 
view of a portion of the mechanism or ren 
dering either ribbon active and the other in- .' 
active at the type strokes; the parts being 
shown in a position corresponding ‘to Flg. 8. 
Fig. 3 is an elevation of the front portion of 

.the rear ribbon to be bot 

vtrols the front ribbon. 
diagrammatic plans illustrating successive 

nderwood typewriting ma- _ 

the ri ht-hand side of the machine. 
is a p an of shaft-winding and reversing de 
vices. Fig. 4 is a rear elevation of ‘the 
means for switching either ribbon into use 
and the other out of use; the parts being 
shown in a position corresponding to Fig. 7, 
in which both ribbons are silenced at the 
type strokes. Fig. 5 is a perspective dia 
gram of the parts seen at Fig. 4, and showing 
said parts from the'rear. Fig. 6 is a front 
sectional view of the ribbon-switching mech 
anism, showing the parts in osition to cause 

vibrated and 
wound at the type strokes. Fig. 7 is a simi 
lar view, but showing both ribbons silenced. 
Fig. 8 is a similar view, but showing the parts‘ 
in position to render the front ribbon active 
at the type strokes. Fig. 9 is a sectional side 
elevation of the ribbon vibrators and levers, 
showing them in normal positions. Fig. 10 
is a similar view, but showing the front‘ rib. 
bon vibrator as elevated to cause the ribbon 
to cover the printing point. Fig. 11 is a 
rear perspective view of the parts seen at 
Fig. 10. Fig. 12 is a front sectional eleva 
tion of the ribbon mechanism, showing par 
ticularly the automatic reversing devices. 
The rear-ribbon is shown as elevated. above 
normal position, for the sake of clearness. 
Fig. 13 is an elevation, showing parts seen at 
Fig. 12. Fig. 14 is a front elevation of the 
automatic reversible ribbon-winding mech 
anism which controls the rear ribbon. Fig. 
15 is a view of similar mechanism which con 

Figs. 16 tom are 

stages inthe operation of ribbon-controlled 
devices whereby the winding mechanism of . 
the/ rear ribbon is caused to shift from the 
Fig. 14 position to theposition seen in Figs. 
12 and 13. Figs. 20 to 22 show details of 
parts seen in Figs. 16 to 19. Fig. 23 ‘is an 
elevation, and Flg. 24 is a sectional lan of 
a ribbon spool. Fig. 25 is a sectiona eleva 
tion of the spool cup and ribbon-reversing 
devices therein. 
Types 1, Fig. 10, vare caused by keys 2, Fig. 

3, to strike against the front side of a platen 
3, as usual in said Underwood machine. 
Front and rear ribbons 4 and 5 are arranged 
in front of the platen, and as will presently 
be explained, both ribbons stand normally 
below the printing point,‘ and either may be 
thrown u to cover the printing point at the 
type stro es, While the other remains idle; 

Fig. 3a . 
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or both may remain in normal positions at 
the type strokes. 
The front ribbon 4 is carried ,upon a vi 

brator 6, which is connected to the forward 
end of a lever 7. The rear ribbon 5 is mount 
ed upon a rear vibrator 8, which is connected. 

Said levers to the forward end of a lever 9. 
are fulcrumed side by side upon a shoulder 
screw 10 projecting from a bracket 11, which 
is secured to the usual rail 12 upon which the 
platen frame'runs; said rail usually shifting 
up and down together with the platen to en 

' able di?erent kinds of types to print, and be; 
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ing shown in the drawings in elevated posi 
tion. The levers rest, upon a pin 11*‘. 
Either lever may be brought into use to vi 
brate its ribbon at the type strokes, while the 
other lever is silenced, or both levers may be 
silenced concomitantly. A wrist 13 on le 
ver 7 is adapted to be operated by an arm 
14 having a vertical slot 15 to receive said 
wrist; the slot accommodating the up and 
down movements of the levers at the’platen 
shifting operation. From the lever 9 pro 
jects a wrist 16 to be operated by an arm 17 
having a slot 15. 
At Fig. 7, it will be seen that the arms 14 

and 17 are sufficiently separated to clear 
both wrists 13 and 16, so that the levers are 
not operated at the type strokes. Said arms 
project forwardly from a vertical plate 18, 
which is operated by a link 19 and a crank 
arm 20, the link-being connected at one end 
to the plate and at the other end to said 
crank. Said plate is carried upon a bracket 
21 erected upon a universal bar frame 22, 
which in said Underwood machine is recipro 
cated backwardly and forwardly at the type 
strokes, whereby the arms 14 and 17 are ‘en 
abled to vibrate the ribbon levers 7 and 9. 
Screws 23 pass through a horizontal guiding 
slot 24 in the bracket 21, and are threaded 
into a keeper or washer 25 at the back of - 
said bracket, Figs. 1 and 11. When the 
crank 20, link 19, and slide 18 are drawn to 
the right, as at Fig. 6, the arm 17 engages the 
wrist 16, to vibrate the lever 9, and the rib 
bon 5 at the type strokes. When said parts 
are moved to the left, as at Fig. 8, the arm 
14 engages the wrist 13 to vibrate the lever 
7 and the ribbon 4 at the type strokes. At 
the midway position, Fig. 7, both levers and 
ribbons are silenced. The crank 20 is mount~ 
ed upon a horizontal rock shaft 26 extending 
to the keyboard of the machine and provided 
with arms 27, 28, carrying keys 29, 30, corre-_ 
sponding to the colors of the ribbon, the de 
pression of either key causing its associated 
vibrator 6 or 8, as the case may be, to be re~ 
ciprocated at the type strokes. When the 
arms 27, 28 are in a midway position, the 
connected parts are brought to the idle posi— 
tion at Fig. 7. Upon the rock shaft 26 is 
secured a yielding detent arm 31, Fig. 2, hav 
ing a projection 32, to spring into any one of 
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three holes 33, 33a and 33b, formed in a fixed 
bracket 34, thereby detaining the partslin 
any of the Figs. 6, 7, and 8 positions. 
The front ribbon 4 is wound upon a pair of 

spools 35, 36, lying one on each side of the 
printing point ‘and in front of ‘the platen 3, 
said spools mounted respectively upon ver 
tical shafts 37, 38 carrying at their lower ends 
bevel gears 39, 40, Fig. 15. Upon a hori 
zontal driving shaft 41 are mounted corre 
s ondin bevel gears 42, 43, said driving 
s aft being shiftable endwise to connect with 
either spool gear 39 or 40 to wind the ribbon 
in either direction, this movement being 
preferably accomplished automatically, as 
will presently be explained. ‘ The driving 
shaft is seen at Fig. 13 as yieldingly detained 
with its gear 43 in engagement with gear 40, 
by means of a detent 44 in the form of a 
plunger and pressed down by a spring 45, the 
shaft having a double bevel collar 46 capable 
of forcing the detent up when the shaft is 
thrust endwise, the reaction of the s ring 45 
causing the detent to act u on the Ibevel of 
the collar 46, to complete t e endwise shift 
ing of the driving shaft 41, as'in moving the 
latter from the Fig. 13 to the Fig. 15 position, 
or vice versa. 
The driving shaft 41 is provided at one end 

with a ratchet wheel 47 turned by a pawl 48, 
which is carried upon an arm 49 extending 
forwardly from a horizontal transverse rock 
shaft 50, an arm 51 extending back from the 
latter, this arm being vibrated at the type 
strokes, thereby winding the ribbon 4. The 
arm 51 is operated by a vibrating arm 52 
extending from a rock shaft 53 usually pro 
vided upon the Underwood machine, and 
carrying upright arms 54 attached at their 
upper end to the rear end of the reciprocating 
universal bar frame 22. v 
The rear ribbon 5 is wound upon spools 55, 

56, lying in front of the platen one at each '1 
side of the printing point mounted upon ver 
tical shafts 57, 58 ; the four spools lying edge 
to edge, and the pair designated as 35, 36, 
lying between the spools 55, 56. The inner 
spools are confined in cups 59 and the outer 
spools in cups 60. The shafts 57, 58 carry 
upon their lower ends gears 61, 62, which are 
in a linewith the gears 39, 40, and are adapt 
ed to mesh with gears 63, 64, ?xed upon a 
transverse guiding shaft 65 extending loosely 
through tubular driving shaft 41, said shafts 
41 and 65 being revoluble independently of 
each other. They are also shiftable endwise 
independently of each other. The shaft 65 
may be shifted from the Fig._ 12 position in 
which 63 meshes with 61 to the Fig. 14 posi 
tion in which 64 meshes with 62, this move 
ment being accomplished either by pressing 
on the ends of the shaft or automatically in 
the manner presently to be explained. A 
spring pressed detent 66 cooperates with a 
double bevel collar 67 at the endwise move 
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ments of the shaft 65 in the manner already 
explained in respect to' detent 44. Upon one 
end of the shaft 65 is secured a ratchet wheel’ 
68, which is operated by a pawl 69, Fig. 5, 
riveted upon an arm extending forwardly 
from the rock shaft 50, the pawls 69 and 48 
being reciprocated in unison at the type 
strokes. Said pawls are widened to accom 
modate the axially shifting movements of the 
ratchet wheels 47 and 68, as are also the 
holding pawls 70 and 70*‘. A single spring 
71 connects each driving pawl to its holding 
pawl in a manner to press'both towards the 
ratchet wheel. A stop 71& is .provided for 
each of the pawls 70 and 70“, to revent the 
excessive vibration of the same, uring rapid 
operation of the type keys 2. 

Either ribbon may be caused to wind while 
the other is silenced, by the manipulation of 
arms 72 and 73, carrying pins 74 and 75 to 
take beneath the pawls 48 and 69 respec 
tively, to lift either one pawl or the other 
away from its ratchet wheel. The arm 73 is 
?xed upon a rock shaft 76, extending hori 
zontally across the machine and carrying 
near its opposite end an arm 77, which is con 
nected by’a vertical link 78 to an arm 79 ?xed 
upon the rock shaft 26, which-carries the keys 
29 and 30 that control the vibration of the 
ribbons. The throw-01f arm 72 is mounted 
loosely upon the end of the rock shaft 76, so 

' as to be movable independently thereof, and 
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it is also formed with a rearwardly extending 
arm 80, which is connected by a vertical link 
81 with an arm 82 opposite to the arm 79 on 
the rock shaft 26. Whenever said rock-shaft 
26 is turned, one of the throw-0E arms 72 and 
73 is raised and the other is depressed, there 
by releasing one of the pawls 48, 69 and per—_ 
mitting the other pawl to engage its ratchet 
wheel, so that one ribbon is silenced as to its 
longitudinal feeding movements, while the 
other ribbon is caused to wind at the type 
strokes. ‘ 

The parts are so connected that when the 
key 30 is depressed as at Fig. 12 , not only are . 
the parts moved to the Fig. 6 position to 
render the rear ribbon active at the type 
strokes, but the link 78 is also raised to per 
mit the pawl 69 to fall into mesh with the 
ratchet wheel 68, so that said ribbon 5 is also 
wound at the type strokes; the link 81 being 
simultaneously thrust down to lift the pin 74 
and thereby throw the pawl 48 out of mesh 
with-the ratchet wheel 47, so thatthe front 
ribbon 4 is silenced as to both longitudinal 
and vibrating movements. When the key 
29 is depressed to bring the parts to the Fig. 8 
position, the link 81 is raised to permit the 
pawl 48 to engage the ratchet wheel 47 , while 
the arm 73 is raised to cast o?' the pawl 69. 
When the keys 29 and 30 occupy the middle 
position to silence both vibrators as at Fig. 7, 
the arms 72 and 73 are moved to midway 
positions, in which the pawls 48 and 69 are 

8 

still held away from the ratchet wheels 47 ' 
and 68, as will be understood by reference to 
Fig. 3, so that neither ribbon winds at the 
type strokes. 
The automatic shifting of the long driving 

shaft 65 from the Fig. 14 to the Fig. 12 posi 
tion is caused by the unwinding of the ribbon 
5 from the left hand spool 55, Figs. 15 to 19. 
The spool comprises top and bottom ?anges 
'83, 84, Fig. 23, and an intermediate core 85, 
which is made of sheet metal, and is in the 
form of a hollow drum ?attened on one side 
at 86 adjacent to the ribbon catch 87, which 
usually extends from the top to the bottom 
?ange. The spool has a central perforation 
88, Fig. 24 extending through both ?anges, 
to ?t upon the shaft 57. 
upon a collar 89 ?xed upon the shaft 57 with 
in the cup 60, Fig. 12. A vertical pin 90 pro 
j ects up from said collar through a hole 91 in 
the ?ange 84 within the core 85. The top 
?ange has a similar opening 91, as seen at the 
right of Fig. 1, so that the spool may be re 
versed, that is, may be placed either side up 
upon the shaft 57. Each ?ange is also pro 
vided with a perforation 92 to receive an arm, 
93, which is pivoted at 94 upon the collar 89, 
Fig. 22, and projects up from said ivot, so 
as to be inclosed' by the coils of rib on, Fig. 
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The spool rests - 

85 

90 

16, whereby the ribbon-reversing mechanism '95 
is rendered ineffective. When the ribbon is 
all paid off from the spool 55, Fig. 17, a 
weighted tappet 95 on which the arm 93 is 
formed, and which normally extends out be 
neath thespool, Fig. 12, being held up by the 
coils of ribbon, is permitted to fall; and dur 
ing its movement to the right, it engages a 
trip-arm 96, which is pivoted loosely upon 

100 

the shaft 57, and at its other end has a ?nger ‘ 
97 which engages a cam edge .98, formed 
upon a latch 99, and thereby swings said 
latch outwardly, Figs. 18 and 19, from a 
shoulder 100 over which it normally catches. 
Said shoulder is formed upon a plate 101, 
which is ?xed upon a vertical. shaft 102. As 
the spoolv continues to unwind and the tappet 
95 continues to swing to the right, the ?nger 
97 engages a shoulder 103 upon said plate 
101 and swings the same to or past the Fig. 
19 position, thereby turning the rock shaft 
102, whose function it is to shift the ribbon 
driving shaft 65 endwise. A crank arm 104 
is carried upon the lower end of the shaft 102, 
and normally holds up a gravity trip-arm 
105, which is pivoted at 106 upon the fram 
ing, as seen at Fig. 14. It will be under 
stood that the described rocking of the shaft 
102 swings the crank 104 towards the left, 
Fig. 14, to the Fig. 12 position, thereby per 
mitting the trip-arm 105 to drop against a 
crown toothed wheel 107 secured upon the 
driving shaft 65. As 65 and 107 continues 
to turn in the direction indicated by the 
arrow, Fig. 14, the teeth of the wheel 107 
catch the point of the arm 105 and force the ' 
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latter to swing outwardly from the dotted 
line position at Fig. 14, the point of the arm 
or the tooth 108 upon the end of the arm 
moving towards the right, as well as down 
wardly in an are about the aXis 106. The 
wheel 107 both turns and rides upon the tri - ‘ 
arm 105, and it is moved thereby gradual y 
towards the right, forcing up the detent 66 
until the latter passes over the crown of the 
double bevel collar 67, and by its reaction 
completes the thrust of the shaft 65 to the 

>1 right to the Fig. 12, position, engaging the 

i gear 64 from the gear 62. 
15 
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gear 63 with the gear 61, and disengaging the 
The spool 55 is 

now caused by said shaft 65 to wind the rib 
bon 5, and the spool 56 pays o? the ribbon. 
The spool 55 now turns to the left and begins 
to wind the ribbon, so that the arm 93 is 
again inclosed by the ribbon and the tappet 
arm 95 drawn up, thereby releasing the arm 
96 and permitting a spring 109 on a shaft 102 
similar to shaft 115 shown in Fi . 3 to re 
store the plate 101 to the, norma position, 
where it is locked by the latch 99, the latter 
being snapped into position by a spring‘ 110. 
A recess 111 in the spool core 85 permits the 
necessary movements of the arm 93, said re- ' 
cess preferably extending from top to bot 
tom vvof the core, Fig. 23. The ribbon con 
tinues vto wind upon the spool 55 until the 
spool 56 is empty, when a similar operation 
takes place to shift the driving shaft 65 from 
the Fig. 12 position to the Fig. 14 position, a 
crown toothed wheel 112 on said shaft being 
engaged by a trip-arm 113, which is con 
trolled by a crank 114 upon a shaft 115 hav-' 
ing a construction and operation correspond 

' ing to that of the shaft 102. 
The Winding of the ribbon 4>is automat 

ically reversed in a similar manner, the driv 
ing shaft 41 having trip-wheels 116, 117, to 
cooperate with tri -arms 118, 119, which 
in turn are contro led by rock-shafts 120, 
121, whose functions cor're's ond to those of 
102 and 115 iespectively. en the ribbon 
is all paid off from the spool 36, the parts are 
shifted from the Fig. 15 to the Fig. 12 posi 
tion, whereupon the ribbon begins to wind 
upon the spool 36. When the spool 35.is 
empty, the shaft 41 is shifted from the Fig. 
12 position to the Fig. 15 position, and the 
ribbon then winds upon the spool 35. 
The trip arms 96 are omitted ‘from the 

spool cups 59 which carry the s ools upon 
which the ribbon 4 is wound; and the outer 
ends of the arms 93 in said cups areadapted 
to engage directly the cams 98 on'the latches 
99 to swing the same outwardly to release the 
plates 101; the tips of said arms'93 there 
upon striking the projections 122 upon the 
gates 10]., and turning the latter past the 
ooks 99 to swing the rock shafts 120, 121 in 

alternation. The plates 101 in all four spool 
cups are formed to support the tappet arms 
93 after the latter are released from the rib 

891,047 

bon coils, until it is time for said arms to de— 
scend to engage either the‘ release arms 96 (of 
the outer spools) or the cams 98 of the inner 
latches, as the case may be; the plates 101 
having cutaways 123, which permit the arms 
93 to drop gradually to'working positions, 
and which may also be of service in raising 
said. arms again as the spools begin to wind. 
The latch or look 99, located in the ribbon 

spool cup or guard, is for the purpose of 
guarding against accidental en agement of 
arm or awl 105 with the shifting disk 107 
during s ipment, or at other times, and also 
to prevent both levers 105 and 113 from be 
coming simultaneously engaged with the 
disks 107 and 112. 
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Variations may be resorted to within the I 
scope of the invention, and portions of the 
improvements may, be used without others. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim: > 

1. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon 
mechanism. comprising two ribbon-winding 
ratchet wheels, one at each side of the ma 
chine,_a driving pawl for each wheel, means 
for reciprocating said pawls in unison, a rock 
shaft having a key and provided with oppo 
site arms, links depending from said arms, a 
lever connected to the lower end of one of 
said links and having means to render one of 

85 

90 

said pawls ineffective, a second rock shaft _ 
extending across the machine and having at 
one end an arm connected to the other of 
said links, and an arm upon the other end of 
the second rock shaft‘ having means to ren 
der the other pawl ineffective. ' 

2. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon s ools, a rib 
bon wound thereon, a ratchet. w eel, means 
for connecting either ribbon spool to said 
wheel while the other is disconnected there 
from, a second pair of vspools, a second 
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ribbon thereon, ,_ a second'ratchet wheel,'-" 
means for connecting either spool'of the sec‘ 
ond ‘pairv to the second ratchet wheel while 
the other spool is disconnected from said 
wheel, driving pawls for said ratchet wheels, 
andmeans for rendering either pawl effective 
while the other is ineffective. 

3. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, vthe 
combination of a pair of ribbon spools, one 
at each side of the printing point, a ratchet 
wheel, means for connectmg either, ribbon 
spool to said wheel while the other is discon 
nected therefrom, a second pair of spools 

spool of the second ' air to thesecond ratchet 
wheel while the ot er spool is disconnected 
from said wheel, driving pawls for said 
ratchet wheels, and means for rendering 
either pawl effective while the other is in 
effective. - 

4. In a typewriter ribbon'mechanism, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon spool shafts, 
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between the spools of the ?rst pair, a second ‘ 
ratchet wheel, means for connecting either' 
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one at each side of the printing point, a 
transverse shaft, means for connectin the 
latter to either of the said spool sha ts, a 
driving wheel for said transverse shaft, a 
second pair of spool shafts, one on each side 
of the rintin point, the second pair be 
tween t e sha ts of the first air, a second 
transverse shaft provided w1th a driving 
wheel, means for connecting either of the 
spool shafts of the second pair with said 
second transverse shaft, and ‘means for oper 
ating said driving wheels. , 

5. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, thev 
combination of a pair of ribbon‘spool shafts, - 
a transverse shaft, means for connecting the 
latter to either of the said spool shafts, a 
drivin wheel for said transverse shaft, a 
secon pair of spool shafts, a second trans 
verse shaft provided with a driving wheel, 
means for connecting either of the spool 
shafts of the second air with said second 
transverse shaft, and) means for causing 
either of said driving wheels to. operate at 
the ty e strokes. ' ' . 

6. I}; a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon spool shafts 
having gears, a’ transverse shaft having 
gears, means _ for causing the spool-shaft 
gears to mesh in alternation withthe trans 
verse shaft gears, driving means for said 
transverse shaft, a second pair of spool. 
shafts. having gears, a second transverse 
shaft having gears, means for causin the 
gears of the second pair of spool sha ts .to 
mesh in alternation with vthe ‘gears of the 
second transverse shaft, driving _means for 
the second transverse shaft, and means for 
causing either of said‘ drivin means to, 
operate at the type stn'okes'whilethe other 
remains idle. ' g 

7. > In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
I combination of a pair of ribbon spool shafts 
having gears, and arranged one on each side 
of the printing point, a hollow transverse 
shaft having gears, means for causing the 
s ool-shaft gears to mesh in alternation with 
t e transverse shaft gears, driving means for 

' said transverse shaft, a second pair of s 001' 
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shafts having gears, a second transverse s aft 
extending through said hollow shaft and hav 
ing gears on its ends, means for causing the 
gears of the ~second pair of spool shafts to 
mesh in alternation wlth the gears of the sec 
ond transverse shaft, driving means for the 
second transverse shaft, and means for caus 
ing either of said driving means to operate at 

' .t ' the t'gpe strokes while 
8. 
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e-other remains idle. 
n a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 

combination of a air of ribbon spools mount 
ed one at each si e of the printing point and 
having gears, a hollow shaft having gears to 
mesh wlth said spool ears, a driving wheel 
upon said hollow sha t, means for causin ‘ 
said spool-gears‘ tomesh alternately wit 
said s aft gears, a second ‘shaft extending 

' jecting ends 
s 

5 

through the hollow shaft and having roject- ' 
ing ends provided with gears, a secon palr of 
spools having gears, means for causing the 
spool gears in the second pair to mesh alter 
nately with the gears on the second shaft, a 
driving wheel on said second shaft, and driv 
ing means operating at the type strokes and 
shiftable to actuate said driving wheels in al 
ternation. I 

9. In a typewfiter ribbon mechanism‘; the 
.combination of a (pair of ribbon spools mount 

e ed one at each si of the printing point and 
having gears, a hollow shaft having on its 
ends gears to mesh with said spool gears; a 
ratchet wheel u on said hollow shaft, means 
for causing‘sai s ool-gears to mesh alter— 
nately with said s aft gears, a second shaft 
extending through the hollow shaft and pro 

pair 0 ools aving gears, means for causing 
the spoo gears in the second pair to mesh a1 
ternately with the gears on the second shaft, 
a ratchet wheel on said second shaft, pawls 
operating in unison at the type strokes to ac 
tuate said driving wheels, and means for ren 
dering either pawl effective and the other in 
effective. Y ' . 

10. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of a air of ribbon spools having 
gears, a hollow s aft havin geargto mesh 
with‘said spool gears and shiftable endwise 
to connect with the spool gears in alternation, 
a second shaft extending through the hollow 
shaft'and provided with gears, a second pair 
of s ools having gears, the second shaft being 
shi table endwise to connect with the second 
pair of spool gears in alternation, and means 
operating at the t ' pe strokesto rotate either 
0 said shafts wh' e the other remains idle. 

11. ‘In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
. combination of a air of ribbon spoo'ls having 
gears, av hollow s aft having gears to' mesh 
with said spool gears and shiftable endwise to 
connect with the spool gears in alternation, a 
second shaft extendin through the hollow 
shaft and provided wit ‘gears, a second pair 
of s ools having gears, the second‘shaft bein 
shi table endwise to connect with the secon 
pair of spool ears in alternation, means for 
detaining eac of said shafts in either posi 
tion to which it is shifted, and means operat 
ing at the type strokes to rotate either of said 
shafts while the other remains idle. , 

' 12. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, 
the combination of a pair of ribbon spools 
having gears, a- hollow shaft having gears to 
mesh with said spool gears and shiftable end 
wise to connect with the spool gears in alter 
nation, a second shaft extending through the 
hollow shaft and provided with gears, a sec 
ond pair of spools having gears, the second 
shaft being shiftable endwise to connect 

provided with gears, a second 
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with the second pair of spool gears in alter— . 
nation, ratchet wheels upon said shafts, 
driving pawls for said ratchet wheels, and 130 
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_ shafts mounted in a row and eac 
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' .tal gear. 

means for rendering either pawl effective 
and the other ineffective. ' 

13. In a front strike writinor machine, the 
combination of a pair of spoofs, one on each 
side .of the printing point, a second pair of 
spools between the s ools of the ?rst pair, 
upright shafts for al of said spools, said 

provided 
at its lower end with a gear, a series of gears 
to inesh with the shaft gears, said series eX-:v 

‘ tending in a horizontal line across the ma 
chine, and means for rendering any one of 
the four horizontalfgears e?ectlve while the 
others are idle. _ ' 

14. In a front strike writin machine, the 
combination of a pair of spoofs, one on each 
side of the printing point, a second pair of 
sp'ools between the s ools of the ?rst pair, 
upright shafts for a 
shafts mounted‘ in a row and eac provided 
at its lower end with a gear, a series of gears 
to mesh with the shaft gears, said series ex 
tending in a horizontal line across the-ma 
chine, means for moving any one of the four 
horizontal gears into. mesh with its spool gear, 
and means for rotating such meshed horizon 

15. In a front strike writin machine, the 
' combination of a pair of spoo s, one on each 
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side of the printing point, gears connected to 
said spools, a horizontal driving shaft having 
gears to correspond with the spool gears, a 
second pair of s ools between the spools of 
the ?rst pair an also provided with gears, a 
second horizontal dl‘lVlIlg' shaft having gears 
to correspond with the second pair of s 001 
gears,_means for causing either driving s aft 
to rotate at the type strokes and for silencing 
the other driving shaft, and means for shift 
ing either driving shaft endwise to connect 
with its spool gears-in‘ alternation. 

16. In a front strike writin machine, the 
combination of a pair of spoo , one on each 
side of the printing point, upright shafts con 
nected to said spools and having gears, a 
horizontal driving shaft having gears to cor 
respond with the spool gears, a second pair 
of spools between the spools of the ?rst pair 
and mounted upon ‘upright shafts also pro—~ 
vided with gears, a second horizontal driv 
ing shaft having gears to correspond with the 
second pair of spool gears, means for causing 
either driving shaft to rotate at the type 
strokes and for silencing the other driving 
shaft, and means for connectin either driv 
ing shaft to its spool gears in a ternation. ‘ 

1,7. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two ribbon-vibrators, a ribbon 
winding mechanism comprising one pawl 
and one ratchet wheel connected to means to 
wind in either direction the ribbon which 'is 
controlled by one of said vibrators, and an 
other pawl and ratchet wheel connected to 
means to wind in either direction the ribbon 
which is controlled by the other of said vi 

of- said s ools, said ' 
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bi'ators, and a ?nger piece connected to ‘ ’ 
means adjustable torender e?ective at the 
type strokes either vibrator and its associated 
pawl, while the other vibrator and pawl re 
main ineffective. ~ -' a - 

18. Ina typewriting machine, the com 
bination of two ribbon-vibrators, a ribbon 
winding mechanism comprising one pawl co 
olperating with'means to wind back and forth 
t e ribbon which is controlled by one of said 
vibrators, and another pawl coo crating with 
means to wind back and, fort the ribbon 
which is controlled by the other of said vi 
brators, and a ?nger-piece connected to 
means adjustable to render effective at ‘the 
type strokes either vibrator and its associated 
pawl, while the other vibrator and- pawl re 
main ineffective. 

19. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of two ribbon-vibrators, a ratchet 
wheel connected to means for windin back 
and forth the‘ribbon which is controlled by 
one of said vibrators, a ratchet wheel con 
nected to means for windin back and forth 
the ribbon which is control ed by the other 
of said vibrators, pawls caused'to reciprocate 
at the type strokes, and a ?nger-piece con 
nected to means for rendering effective at 
the type strokes either vibrator while the 
other vibrator remains ineffective, and for 
vcausing one of said pawls to engage the 
ratchet wheel associated with the effective 
vibrator, and the other of said pawls to be 
come disengaged from the other ratchet 
Wheel. ' ' 

20. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of‘ two ribbon-vibrating levers, a 
pawl to cooperate with means for winding 

by one of said levers, a pawl to cooperate 
with means for. winding back ‘and forth the 
ribbon which is controlled by the other of 
said levers, means causin the pawls to re 
ciprocate at the type stro es, and a ?nger 
piece ‘connected to means for causing either 
of said levers to operate at the ty e strokes 
while the other lever is silenced, an also con 
nected to means for rendering effective the ' 
lpawl which is associated with the vibrating 
ribbon, and for ‘rendering the other pawl in 
e?ective. > . ' 

21. In a typewriting ‘machine having a 
universal bar reciprocating at the type 
strokes, the combination of two ribbon-vi 
brating levers, a, pawl operable by said uni 
versal bar and 006 crating with means for 
windin back and orth the ribbon which is 
control ed by one of said levers, a pawl also 
operable by said universal bar and cooperat- ' 
ing with means for winding back and forth 
‘the ribbon which is controlled by the other 
of said levers, and a ?nger-piece connectedv 
both to means for connecting either of said 

. levers to the universal bar and disconnecting 
the other therefrom, and to means for ren 
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dering effective the pawl'which, is associated 
with the vibrating ribbon, and for rendering 
the other pawl ineffective. 

22. The combination of a pair of ribbon 
spools, a ratchet wheel, means for connecting 
either ribbon spool to said wheel while the 
other is disconnected therefrom, a second 
air of spools, a second ratchet wheel, means 

for ‘connecting either spool of the second pair 
to the second ratchet wheel while the other 
spool is disconnected from said wheel, driv 
ing pawls for said ratchet wheels, a pawl 
controlling device including means for ren 
derin either pawl_effective while the other 
is ine ective, and ribbon-vibrators connected 
to said pawl-controlling device to vibrate the 
ribbon associated with the effective pawl 
while ‘the other ribbon remains idle. 

23. In a typewriting machine having a 
universal bar which reciprocates at the type 
strokes‘, the combination of two ribbon-vi 
brating'levers, a shifter having a ?nger key 
and connected to means for connecting either 
of said levers to said universal bar,,a air of 
pawls 
air of ratchet wheels connected to means 
orwinding ribbons which are controlled by 
said levers, and means controlled by said 
shifter for engaging one 
.of said ratchet wheels w ich winds the vi 
brating ribbon, and for disengagin the othe _ 
pawl from the other ratchet whee . - 

24. In a typewriting machine having a 
universal bar which recip'rocates at the type 
strokes, the combination of two ribbon-vi 
brating levers, a rock shaft having a ?nger 
key and connected to means for connecting 
either of said levers to said universal'bar and 
silencing the other lever, a pair of pawls re 
ciprocating at the type strokes, a pair of 
ratchet wheels connected to‘means for wind 
ing ribbons which are controlled by said le 
vers, and pawl-controllers connected to said 

awl from'. the 
ratchet wheel which is associated with the 
silenced lever. 

'25. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
‘I nation of two ribbon-vibrators, a ribbon-. 
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winding mechanism comprising one pawl to 
wind the ribbon 'whichis controlled by one 
of said vibrators, and another pawl tor-wind 
the ribbon which is controlled by» the other 
of said vibrators, and a ?nger piece connect 
ed to means adjustable either to render ef 
fective at the ty e strokes either vibrator 
and its associate pawl, while the other vi 
brator and pawl remain ineffective, or.to 
render concomitantly ine?ective both vibra 
tors and both pawls. 

26. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two ribbon-vibrators, a ratchet 
wheel connected to means for windin back 
and forth the ribbon which is control ed by 
one of said vibrators, a ratchet wheel con 
nected to means for winding back and forth 

reciprocating at the type stro es, a. 

pawl with that ‘ one . 
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the ribbon which is controlled by the other 
of said vibrators, pawls caused to reciprocate 
at the type strokes, and means controlled 
by a single ?nger-piece for either rendering 
effective at the type strokes either vibrator 
while the other vibrator remains ineffective, 
and either causing one of said pawls to en 
gage the ratchet wheel associated with the 
effective vibrator, and the other of said 
pawls to become disengaged from the other 
ratchet wheel, or concomitantly disengaging 
both pawls from the ratchet wheels and ren 
dering both vibrators ineffective. 

27. Ina typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two ribbon-vibrating levers, a awl 
to cooperate with means for winding hack 
and forth the ribbon which 
one of said levers, a pawl to cooperate with 
-means for winding back and forth the rib 
bon which is controlled by the other of said 
levers, means causing the pawls to recipro 
cate at the type strokes, and a ?nger-piece 
connected to means for either causing either 
of said levers to operate at the type strokes 
while the other lever is silenced, and render 
ing effective the pawl which is associated 

is controlled by. 
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with the vibrating ribbon, and also render- ' 
ing the other pawl ineffective, or silencing 
both levers and concomitantly rendering 
both pawls ineffective, 

, 28. In a typewriting machine having a 
universal bar which reciprocates at the type 
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strokes, the combination of .two ribbon-vi- ' 
brating levers, a shifter having a ?nger key 
and connected to means for either connect 
ing either of said levers to said universal bar 
or disconnecting both levers concomitantly 
therefrom, a air of pawls reciprocating at 
the type stro es, a pair of ratchet wheels 
connected to means for winding ribbons 
which are controlled by said levers, and 
means controlled by said shifter for either 
engaging one pawl with that one of said 
ratchet wheels which winds the vibrating 
ribbon, and disengaging the other pawI 
from the otherpratchet wheel, or concomi 
tantly disengaging both pawls at the same 
time that the ‘levers are disconnected from 
the universal bar. 

29. In a typewriter ribbon-vibrating and 
feeding mechanism, the combination of two 
ribbon-vibrators, two ribbon-winding ratchet 
wheels, a driving pawl for each wheel, a de 
vice for controlling the driving pawls and vi 
brators, said device shiftable to one position 
to render the ?rst pawl and vibrator ineffect 
ive while the second pawl and vibrator are 
effective, and shiftable to a second position 
to render the second pawl and vibrator inef 
fective and the ?rst pawl and vibrator-effect 
ive, and also shiftable to a third position to 
render both pawls and both vibrators inef 
fective, and means for detaining said shift 
able device in any of said three positions. 

30. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
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combination of two pairs-of ribbon spools, 
two spool-winding ratchet wheels, one for 

. each pair of spools, a driving pawl for each 
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wheel, a lever or arm to-control each pawl, 
shiftable means connected cto said levers to 
cause them to hold said pawls concomitantly 
out of engagement with the ratchet wheels, 
and also to cause either lever to let its pawl 
into engagement with its ratchet wheel while 
the other awl is held out of engagement by 
the other }fever, and a air of ribbon vibra 
tors connected to said s iftable means either 
to be both silenced concomitantly with the 
disengagement of both awls from the ratchet ' 
wheels,-or to be cause to vibrate the ribbon 
which is being wound. 

‘31. In a typewriting machine, the combi— 
nation of two pairs of spools, two ratchet 
wheels, one for Winding each pair of spools, a 
driving pawl for eachratchet wheel, a univer 
sal bar which reciprocates at the type strokes, 
two ribbon vibrators, a rock-shaft provided 
with a key and having means either to silence 
both vibrators concomitantly or to connect 
either thereof with the universal bar when 
the other is silenced, and pawl-controlling 
levers connected to said rock-shaft to be op 
erated simultaneously thereby, to disengage 
both pawls from the ratchet wheels when the 
ribbon vibrators are silenced, or to cause that 
pawl to en age its ratchet wheel which will 
Wind the ri bon which is being vibrated. 

3-2.- In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two‘pairs of spools, two ratchet 
wheels, one for winding each pair of spools, a 
driving pawl for'each ratchet wheel, a uni 
versal bar which reciprocates at the type 
strokes, two ribbon vibrators, a rock shaft 
provided with a key and having means either 
to silence both vibrators concomitantly or to 
connect either thereof with the universal bar 
when the other is silenced, arms upon said 
rock-shaft, links connected to said arms, and 
pawl-controlling levers connected to said’ 
inks to be operated simultaneously thereby, 
to disengage both pawls from, the ratchet 
wheels when the ribbon vibrators are 
silenced, or to cause that pawl to engage its 
ratchet which will wind the ribbon which is 
being vibrated. ‘ 
. 33. In a typewritin‘ machine, the combi 
nation of a ribbon spoo , a vertical shaft upon 
which the spool is mounted,'a pinion upon 
said shaft, ahorizontal driving shaft having 
a pinion shiftable into mesh with said pinion 
by an endwise movement of the driving shaft, 

I a wheel upon said driving shaft, a pivoted 
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arm movable ‘into engagement with said 
wheel to co-act with the latter to shift the 
driving shaft endwise to bring said pinions 
into mesh, a vertical rock-shaft having an 
arm normally restraining said pivoted arm 
from moving into engagement with said 

‘ _ wheel, a latch normally restraining said rock 
65, shaft, a latch-releasing lever having means to 
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turn said rock-shaft, and a tappet arm swiv 
eled upon said vertical shaft to engage and 
operate said releasing lever‘, a part being pro 
vided upon said tappet arm to be inclosed by 
the coils of ribbon to enable the latter to re 
strain the tappet arm. . > 

34. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a’ ribbon spool, a pinion connected 
to said spool, a driving shaft having a pinion 
shiftable into mesh with said pinion by an 
endwise movement of the driving, shaft,‘ a 
wheel upon said driving shaft, a pivoted arm 
movable into engagement with said wheel to 
co-act with the latter to shift the driving 
shaft endwise to bring said pinions into mesh, 
an arm normally restraining said- shiftin 
arm from moving into engagement with sai( 
wheel, a latch normally locking said restrain 
ing arm, a latch—releasing lever having means 
to turn said restraining arm, and a tappet 
swiveled upon said spoo shaft to engage and 
operate said releasing lever, an arm being 
provided upon said tappet to be inclosed by 
the coils of ribbon to enable the latter to re 
strain the tappet. 

35. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a ribbon spool, a driving shaft, a 
controller for causing said driving shaft to 
become connected to said spool, an arm nor 
mally restraining said controller, a latch nor 
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mally locking said arm, alatch-releasing lever ' 
having means to turn said arm, and a tappet 
turnin with said spool to engage and operate 
said re easing lever, an arm being provided~ 
upon said tappet to be inclosed by the coils 
of ribbon to enable the latter to restrain the 
tappet. . 

36. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a pair of ribbon spools, a winding 
mechanism, a pawl or driver therefor, means 
dependent upon the movements of the ribbon 
for connecting said winding mechanism to 
said spools in alternation, a second pair of 
spools, a second winding mechanism, a sec-,._ 
ond pawl or driver therefor, means for con-" 
necting the second winding mechanism to 
the spools of the second pair in alternation‘, 
driver-actuating means operating at the type 
strokes, and means for rendering either driver 
effective and the other ineffective at will. 

' 37. In a typewritin machine, the combi 
nation of a pair of rib on spools, a winding 
mechanism, a pawl or driver therefor, means 
dependent upon the movements of the ribbon 
for connecting said winding mechanism to 
said spools in alternation, a second pair of 
spools, a second winding mechanism, a sec 
ond pawl or driver therefor, means depend~v 
ent upon the movements of the second ribbon‘ 
vfor connecting the second winding mechan 
ism to" the spools of the second pair in alter 
nation, driver-operating means operating at 
the type strokes, and means for rendering 
either driver effective and'the other ineffect 
ive at will . -~ - 
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38. In-a typewriting machine, the combi- _ 
nation of a air of ribbon spools, a vibrator 
for the ribhon carried by said spools, a 
ratchet wheel, a pawl reciprocated at the 
type strokes for rotating said ratchet wheel, 
means'dependent upon the movements of 
the ribbon for connectin said wheel to said 
spools to wind them in‘ a ternation, a ‘second 
pair of spools, a vibrator for the ribbon car 
ried thereby, a second ratchet wheel, a sec 
ond pawl reciprocated at the type strokes to 
turn said second ratchet whee, means for 
connecting'the second ratchet wheel to the 
spools to wind them in alternation, means 
for operating the vibrators, and means for 
silencing either of said ratchet wheels at will 

' and, concomitantly silencing the vibrator 
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which is‘ associated with the silenced ratchet 
wheel, and for rendering the other ratchet 
wheel and vibrator effective. 

39. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a pair of ribbon s ools, a ratchet 
wheel, a awl operated at the type strokes 
for rotating said wheel, means de endent 
upon the movements of the ribbon or con 
necting said wheel to said spools to wind 
them in alternation, a second pair of spools, 
a second ratchet wheel, a second pawl oper 
ated at the type strokes to turn said second 
wheel, means vdependent upon the move 
ments of the second ribbon for connecting 
the second ratchet wheel to the spools of the 
second pair to wind them in alternation, and 
vmeansifor silencingeither of said ratchet 
wheels at will and rendering the other in 
e?ective. I 

40. In a front-strike writing machine, the 
combination of a air of ribbon spools 
mounted in front 0 the platen, a driving 
wheel for winding the spools, a vibrator for 
controlling the'ribbon carried by said spools, 
a second pair of spools mounted in front of 
the platen between the spools of the ?rst 
pair, a second driving wheel for winding the 
second air of spools, a second vibrator for '. 
controlllng- the r1bbon carried by the second 
pair of spools, means operating at the type 
strokes for actuating said driving wheels and 
vibrators, means for rendering ‘either driving 
wheel and vibrator effective and silencing the 
other driving wheel and ribbon vibrator, and 
means called into action at or near the com 
pletion of the winding of either ribbon in 
either- direction to disconnect its driving 
wheel from the full spool and connect‘ it to 
the em ty spool. 

41. n a front strike writing machine, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon s ools' 
mounted on upright shafts in front 0 the 
platen, a transverse driving shaft for said up 
right shafts, a second pair of spools between 
the spools of the ?rst pair in front of the 
platen and mounted upon other upright 
shafts, a second transverse driving shaft to 
operate the second )jpair of upright shafts, a 
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ratchet wheel for each of said transverse 
shafts, pawls operating at the type strokes 
for actuating said ratchet wheels, means for 
silencing either ratchet wheel at will, and 
means called into action at or near the com 
pletion of the winding of either ribbon in either 
direction to disconnect its driving shaft from 
the shaft of the full spool and connect such 
drivin shaft to the shaft of the empty spool. 

42. n a front strike writing machine, the 
combination of a 
mounted on upright shafts in front of the 
platen, a transverse driving shaft for said up 

pair of ribbon spools 
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right shafts, a second pair of spools between , I 
\the spools of the first pair in front of the 
platen and mounted upon other upright 
shafts, a second transverse driving shaft to 
operate the second pair of upright shafts, the 
first transverse shaft extending throu h the 
second, a driving wheel for each 0 said 
transverse shafts, means operating at the 
type strokes for actuating said driving 
wheels, means for silencing either driving 
wheel at will, and means called into action at 
or near the completion of the winding of 
either ribbon in either direction to discon 
nect its driving shaft from the shaft of the 
full spool and connect such driving shaft to 
the shaft of the empty s 001. 

_ 43. In atypewriter rib on mechanism, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon spool shafts, 
one at each- side of the printing point, a 
transverse shaft, ‘means de endent upon the 
movements of the ribbon or connecting the 
latter to either of the said spool shafts, a 
driving wheel for said transverse shaft, a sec 
ond pair of spool shafts, one on each side of 
the printing point, and'l'both between the 
shafts of the ?rst air, a second transverse 
shaft rovided wit a driving wheel, means 
depen ent upon the movements of the sec 
ond ribbon for connecting either of the spool 
shafts of the second pair with said second 
transverse shaft, and means for operating 
said driving wheels. 

44. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of a air of ribbon spool shafts, 
a transverse sha t, means do endent upon 
the movements of the ribbon or connecting 
the latter to either of the said spool shafts, a 
driving wheel for said transverseshaft, a sec 
ond pair of spool shafts, a second transverse 
shaft provided with a driving wheel, means 
dependent upon the novements of the sec 
ond ribbon for connecting‘either of the spool‘ 
shafts of the second pair with said second 
transverse shaft, and means for causing 
either of said driving wheels to operate at the 
type strokes. 

45. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon spool shafts 
having ears, a transverse shaft having gears, 
means ependent upon the movements of the 
ribbonfor causing the spool shaft gears to mesh 
in alternation with the transverse shaft gears, 
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- shaft, and means for causin 
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while the other remains idle. 
46. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the‘ 
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driving means for said transverse shaft, a sec 
ond pair of spool shafts having gears, a sec 
ond transverse shaft having gears, means de 
pendent upon the movementsof the second 
ribbon for causin¢1r the gears of the second 
pair of spool shafts to mesh in alternation 
with the gears of the second transverse shaft, 
driving means for the second transverse 

either of said 
driving means to operate at t e type strokes 

combination of a pair of ribbon spool shafts 
‘having gears, and arranged one on each side 
of the printing point, a hollow transverse 
shaft having gears, means for causing the 
s ool-shaft gears to mesh in alternation with 
tfie transverse shaft gears, driving means for 
said transverse shaft, a second pair of s 001 
shafts havinlT gears, a second shaft eXten ing 
through said hollow shaft and having gears 
on its ends, means dependent upon the move 
ments of the second ribbon for causing the‘ 
gears of the second pair of ‘spool shafts to 
mesh in alternation w1th the gears of the sec 
ond transverse shaft, driving means for the 

. second transverse shaft, and means for caus 
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ing either of said driving means to operate at 
the ty e strokes while the other remains idle. 

47.v n a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of'a air of ribbon spools mountl 
ed one at each si e of the printing point and 
having gears, a hollowsha t having gears to 
mesh with said spool gears, a driving wheel 
upon said hollow shaft, means dependent‘ 
upon the movements of the ribbon for caus 
ing said spool-gears to mesh alternatelywith 
said shaft gears, a second shaft extending 
through the hollow, shaft and ‘having pro 
jectin ends rovided with gears, a second 
pair 0 spools aving gears, means de endent 
upon the movements of the secon ribbon 
for causing the spool~gears in the second pair 
to mesh alternately with the gears on the 
second shaft, a driving wheel on said second 
shaft, and driving means operating at the 
type strokes and shiftable' to actuate said 
drivinv' wheels in alternation. 

48. zIn a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the 
combination of a air of ribbon spools mount 
ed one at each sidb of the printing point and 
having gears, a hollow shaft having on its 
ends gears to mesh with said spool gears, a 
ratchet wheel upon said hollow shaft, means 
dependent upon the movements of the ribbon 
for causing said s ool-gears to mesh alter 
nately with saids aft gears, a second shaft 
extending through the hollow ‘shaft and pro 
~jecting ends provided with gears, a second 

s pair 0 pools having gears, means de endent 
upon the movements of the ‘secon ribbon 
for causing the spool gears in the second pair 
to‘ mesh alternately with the gears on the 
second shaft, a ratchet wheel on said second 
shaft, .pawls operating. in unison at the type 

' alternation. 
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strokes .to actuate said driving wheels,'and 
means for rendering either pawl effective‘ 
and the other ineffective. 

49. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the - 
combination of a air of ribbon spools having 
gears, a hollow s aft having gears to mesh 
with said spool ears, means effective at the 
completion of t e unwinding movement of 
either spool for shifting said shaft endwise 
to connect with the other spool gear, a sec 
ond shaft extending through the hollow shaft 
and provided withgears, a second pair of 
spools havin gears, means effective at the 
completion 0 the unwinding movement of 
either spool in the second pair to shift the 
second shaft endwise to connect it with the ’ 
gear of the other spool in the second pair, and. 
means operating at the type strokes to ro 
tate either of said shafts while the other 
remains idle. 

50. In a front strike writin machine, the 
combination of a pair of spoofs, one on each 
side of‘ the ‘printing point,‘ gears connected to 
said spools, a horizontal driving shaft having 
gears to correspond with the spool gears, a 
second pair of s ools between the spools of 
the ?rst pair an also provided with gears, a 
second horizontal driving shaft havin gears 
to correspond with the second air 0 s 001 
gears, means for causing either driving s aft 
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to rotate at the type strokes and for silencing _ 
the other drivin shaft,- and ribbon-con 
trolled means for s iftin either driving shaft 
endwise‘ to connect wit its spool gears in 

51. In ‘a front strike Writing machine, the 
combination of a pair of spoo s, one'on each 
side of the printing point, upright shafts con 
nected to said spools and having gears, a 
horizontal driving shaft having gears to cor 
respond with the spool gears, a second pair of 
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spoolsbetween the spools of thefirst pair and ._-._ 
mounted upon upright shafts also ‘rovided‘ 
with‘gears, a second horizontal driving“ shaft 
havin gears to correspond with the second 

riving shaft to rotate at the type strokes 
and for silencing the other driving shaft, and 

110 
- pair 0 spool gears, means for causing either . 

ribbon-controlled means for connecting either ' 
drivin shaft to. its spool gears in alternation. 

52. n a typewriting machine, the combi— 
nation of a pair of s ool-winding gears‘, a 
transverse drlving sha t_ movable endwise to 
connect with either gear, a pair of trip wheels 
on said shaft, a pair of trip arms normally 

1.15 . 
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out of engagement with said wheels, arms I 
upon said spools to be controlled by the rib 
bon for causing the trip arms alternately to ‘ - ‘ 
engage with the wheels to shift the drivin _ _ 
shaft back and forth, a second pair of spoo 
winding ears, a second transverse shaft ex 
tending t rough the'first shaft and movable 
endwise to engage alternately the spool'gears 

125 

of the second pair, and means for silencing 
either transverse shaft. 130 
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53. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a pair of ribbon-spools and winding 
gears therefor, a transverse driving shaft 
movable endwise to connect with either gear, 
a pair of trip wheels on said shaft, a pair of 
trip arms normally out of engagement with 
said wheels, means to be controlled by the 
ribbon upon said spools for causing'the trip 
arms'alternately to engage with the wheels to 
be actuated thereby to 
back and forth, a second pair of ribbon-spools 
and winding gears therefor, asecond trans 
verse shaft extending through the ?rst shaft 
and movable endwise to engage alternately 
the spool gears of the second Ipair, a pair of 
trip wheels upon the seconds aft, a second 
an of tri arms, and means to be controlled 

by the ribbon upon the second pair of spools 
to cause the tri arms of the second pair to 
move alternate y into engagement with the 
trip wheels of the second pair to be actuated 
thereby to shift the second transverse shaft 
back and forth independently of the ?rst 
transverse shaft. ‘ - ' 

54. In a front strike writing machine, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon spools in 
front of the platen and mounted upon up 
right shafts, a transverse driving shaft hav 
ing gears on its ends, corresponding gears 
upon said upright shafts, trip wheels upon 
said driving s aft, ribbon-controlled trip 
arms to cooperate with said trip wheels to 
shift the driving shaft endwise to reverse the 
winding of the ribbon, a second pair of spools 
in front of the platen and between the spools 
of the ?rst pair and mounted upon a second 
pair of upright shafts, a second transverse 
driving shaft through which the ?rst driving 
shaft extends,'ratchet wheels ?xed upon said ' 
driving shafts respectively between said trip 
wheels, a pair of gears upon the second dpair 

_ I‘lV-4 

ing shaft to mesh with the last-mentioned 
gears, pawls operatin at the key strokes to 
turn the ratchet whee s, and means for silenc 
in'geither ratchet wheel. _ ' 

55. In a front strike writing machine, the 
combination of a pair of ribbon spools in 
front of the platen and mounted upon upright 
shafts, a transverse drivin shaft having 
gears on its ends, correspon in gears upon 
said upright shafts, trip whee s- upon said 
driving shaft between said upright shafts, 
ribbon-controlled trip arms to cooperate 
with said trip wheels to shift the driving shaft 
endwise to reverse the winding of the ribbon, 
a second pair of spools in front of the platen 

I and between the spools of the ?rst pair and 
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mounted upon a second pair of upright 
shafts, a second transverse driving shaft 
through which the ?rst driving shaft extends, 

' ratchet wheels ?xed upon said driving shafts 
respectively and mounted between said tri 
wheels, a pair of trip‘wheels upon the‘secon ' 
driving shaft between said ratchet wheels, a 

shift the driving shaft 

second pair of trip 

1]. 

pair of ribbon-controlled trip arms to coop 
erate with the trip/wheels of the second pair 
to change the direction of winding of the 
second ribbon, a air of gears upon the sec 
ond pair of uprig t shafts-and between the 
trip wheels of the second pair, gears u on the 
second driving shaft to mesh with t e last 
mentioned gears, pawls operating at the key 
strokes to turn the ratchet wheels, and means ‘_ 
for silencing either ratchet wheel. 

56. In a typewriting machine, the. com 
bination of a pair of ribbon spools and wind 
ing gears therefor, a transverse driving shaft 
movable endwise to connect with either gear, 
means for operating said driving shaft, a pair 
of trip wheels on said shaft, a pair of trip 
arms normally out of engagement with said . 
wheels, arms u on said spools and controlled 
by the ribbon or causing the trip arms alter 
nately to engage with the wheels to shift the 
driving shaft back and forth, a second pair of 
ribbon spools and winding gears therefor, a 
second transverse shaft‘ rovided with 0 er 
ating means and extending through the ?rst 
shaft and movable endwise to engage alter~ ~ 
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nately the spool gears‘ of the second air, a . 
pair of trip wheels upon the second s aftha _ v v v ' 

arms, arms upon theispools , . 

of the second air and controlled by the rib 
bon to cause t e trip arms of the second pair ;_ - i i 
to vmove alternately into engagement with 
the tri wheels of the second pair to shift the "‘ ‘ 
secon transverse shaft endwise, and means -'~ 
for silencin either driving shaft. 

57. In a ront strike writing machine pro 
vided with a platen,v the combination of a 
pair of spools lying inv front of the platen one - 
on each side of the rinting point, a winding 
mechanism for said) spools, arms mounted 
upon the spools to be controlled by the ribbon 
and connected to means for reversing the 
direction of, operation of said winding mech 
anism, a second pair of spools lyin in front 
of the platen between the spools o the ?rst 
pair, an independent winding mechanism for ._, 
the second pair of spools, and ‘means for 

i‘ silencing either winding mechanism at will. 
58. In a front strike writing‘machine pro— 

vided with a platen, the combination of a 
pair of spools lying in front of the platen one 
on each side of the rinting point, a winding 
mechanism for saidp spools, arms mounted 
upon the spools to be controlled by the rib 
bon and connected to means for reversing 
the direction of operation of said winding 
mechanism, a second pair of spools lying in 
front of the platen between the spools of the 
?rst pair, an independent winding mechan 
ism for the second pair of spools, arms u on 
the spools of the second pair to be contro led 
by the ribbon and connected to means for re 
versing the direction of winding of the spools, 
and means for silencing either winding mech 
anism at will. - g 

59. In a front strike writing machine pro 
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vided with a platen, the combination of a 
pair of spools lying in front of the platen, one 
on each side of the printing point, a Winding 
mechanism including a pair ofupright shafts 
upon which said s ools are detachably 
mounted, arms mova le within the spools to 
be inclosed by the coils of ribbon and con 
nected to means for reversing the direction of 
operation of said winding mechanism, a sec 
ond pair of spools lying in front of the platen ' 
between the spools of the ?rst pair, an inde 
pendent winding mechanism for the second 
pair of spools including a pair of upri ht 
shafts upon which the spools are detachably 
mounted, arms movable within the spools of 
the second pair to be inclosed by the coils of 
ribbon and connected to means for reversing 
the winding of the spools, all of said arms be 
ing secured u on said upright shafts inde- 
pendently of t e spools, and all of the spools 
aving openings to receive said arms, and 

means for silencing either winding mechan 
ism at will. . 

60.‘ In a front/strike writing machine pro-, 
vided with a laten, the combination with a 
pair of spools ying in front of the platen, one 7 
on each side of the printing point,‘ a pair of 
upright shafts upon which said spools are de 
t'achably mounted, a driving shaft common 
to said shafts and provided with trip wheels, 
arms movable within the spools to be in 
closed by the coils of ribbon and connected to 
trip‘ arms to cooperate with said trip wheels 
in alternation for reversing the direction of 
winding of the ribbon, a second pair of spools 
lying in front of the platen between the spools 
‘of the ?rst pair, a second pair of upright 
shafts upon which said second spools are de 
tachably mounted, a driving shaft common 
to said second upright shafts and provided 

the spoolsof the second pair to be inclosed by 
the coils of ribbon and connected to trip arms 
to cooperate with the trip wheels upon the 
second driving shaft for reversing the wind 
ing of the ribbon; all of saidv arms being 
mounted upon said upright shafts, and all of" 
the spools having openings to receive said 
arms. ‘ _ 

61. A reversible‘ ribbon spool rovided 
with a core and top and bottom anges, a 
central shaft opening extending entirely 
through the spool, each ?ange provided with 
an opening to receive a crank pin, the core 
having a recess to receive an arm to be in 
closed by the coils of ribbon and to permit 
said arm to vibrate outwardly from the core 
when the spool is empty, and said ?anges 
having openings coincident with said recess 
to receive s'aid arm; means being provided 
on the opposite side of the core from said re 
cess-to catch the end of the ribbon, said core 
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consisting of a drumof sheet metal ?attened 
on the side adjacent to the ribbon catch, and - 
open from top to bottom on the opposite side 
to form said recess. - ' 

62. A ribbon-reversing mechanism com~ 
prising a spool shaft, an arm pivotedv on said 
shaft to-e'xtend into the spool and be inclosed 
by the coils of ribbon, a ta pet on said arm, a 
rock-shaft, ‘a plate movab e by means of said 
tappet during the unwinding of the spoolto 
turn said rock-shaft, a crank upon, said rock 
‘shaft, ‘a trip arm normally held in idle osi 
tion by said crank, a trip wheel with w ich 
the trip arm engages when released by said 
crank, a driving shaft whereon said trip 
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wheel is mounted, said Wheel and shaft being ~ ‘ 
shiftable axially by the trip arm, and means 
for enabling the axial movement of said driv 
ing shaft to effect connection thereof with 
said spool shaft. ' p 

- 63. A, ribbon-reversing mechanism com 
prising a spool shaft, an arm pivoted on said 
shaft to extend into the spool and be inclosed 
by the coils of ribbon, a ta pet on said arm, a 
rock-shaft, a plate movab e by means of said 
tappet during the unwinding of the spool to 
turn said rock-shaft, a crank upon said rock 
shaft, a trip arm normally held in idle posi 
tion by said crank, a trip wheel with which 
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the trip arm engages when released by said a 
crank, a driving shaft whereon said trip wheel 
is mounted, said wheel and vshaft beingshift 
able axially by the trip arm, means for en 
abling the axial movement of said driving 
shaft to effect connection thereof with said 
spool shaft, and a spring for returning saidv 
rock-shaft to normal position together with 
said trip arm; a ' 

64. A ribbon-reversing mechanism com 
prising a spool-shaft, an arm pivoted on said 
shaft to extend into the spool and be inclosed 
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by the coils of ribbon, a tappet on said arm, a , 
rock-shaft, a 'plate upon said rock shaft, a 
lock for said plate, said lock releasable and 
said plate movable by means of said tappet 
during the unwinding of-ithe spool to turn' 

‘ said rock-shaft, a crank upon said rock-shaft, 
a swinging trip arm normally held in idle po 
sition by said crank, a trip wheel with which 
the trip arm engages when released by said 
crank, said trip arm being movable b the 
trip‘ wheel, and said wheel being .shi table 
axially by the trip arm, a driver connected to 
‘said trip wheel, and means for enabling the 
axial movement of said trip-wheel to effect 
connection of said driver with said spool 
shaft. ' ’_ ' 

Y ' JOHN C. DOANE. 

Witnesses: 
W. M. BYORKMAN, _ 
MORTON C. TALooTT. 
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